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Silicon Valley, just south of San Francisco is the birthplace of Personal Computing.  When the PC revolution was beginning in 1975 and 1976, Silicon Valley was not much different than any other industrialized metropolitan area near a University blessed with a temperate climate. The area had no obvious advantage for making PCs.  
I happened to have the good fortune of completing my postdoctoral studies in Artificial Intelligence at Stanford University in 1970, and was a founding member of Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, or PARC, as it became known.  From my position at PARC, on the edge of the Stanford University campus, I watched the PC revolution unfold.  Colleagues became billionaires and others became known as the intellectual luminaries credited with inventing much of personal computing. 
Do you think Singapore has a special advantage in biotech?  Or in IT (information technology)?  Do you think you might be able to sense when a region, a company or government might be creating the conditions for another Silicon Valley?  Governments around the world ask themselves such questions for years.  None of us living in the San Francisco Bay Area in the 1970’s sensed a special “regional advantage” that could give birth to a “Silicon Valley”.  However, as I retrace the emergence of the Valley,  you will see precisely why it was no accident that Silicon Valley was created in the orb of Stanford University rather than Dallas-Texas (where the microprocessor was co-invented), or Murray Hill-New Jersey (where the transistor was invented).  I think these retrospective insights may very well help any individual or organization better understand what it takes to promote economic growth and prosperity, and perhaps another Silicon Valley itself. 
Let me summarize the general principles you will see unfold below.  Building a nation predisposed to economic growth, or building large companies within a nation, is a dynamic multivariate process, a process that unfolds over time requiring many stages and links in chains of events.  If critical elements are missing, the economic systems that emerge over time are dwarfed compared to their potential.  Everyone would agree that legal systems, financial institutions, educational institutions, transportation and communication infrastructures, sources of funding, and systems of governance must co-evolve together to provide the DNA for vibrant economic growth.  You will see below that insightful men, sometimes a single insightful man, will recognize a piece of the process, such as strengthening the ties between academia and industry, which will later become a critical bridge to larger economic growth.
You may recall that in 1947, three scientists at Bell Telephone Laboratories, William Shockley, Walter Brattain, and John Bardeen invented the semiconductor transistor for which they were later to receive the Nobel Prize.  This was in Murray Hill-New Jersey on the opposite side of the USA from Silicon Valley.  William Shockley left Bell Labs because Bell was too slow to develop the transistor commercially.  Large organizations need to pay attention to this fact.  Shockley accepted the invitation of Fred Terman at Stanford University to come to Palo Alto, California, and teach while receiving Stanford’s blessing to pursue business interests.  Shockley opened the Shockley Transistor Corporation and located it on the Stanford Industrial Park (land owned by Stanford and leased to businesses at attractive low rates). 
The creation of Silicon Valley hinged on this moment.  If Terman had not been successful in getting William Shockley to Palo Alto in 1956, Silicon Valley would have happened somewhere else, or possibly not at all.  But even though this single event was critically important, we will see that it was simply one among many building blocks that came together at the right time.
This was not the first time Fred Terman had laid building blocks to create a Silicon Valley.  He eventually became Vice President of Stanford, but for most of his career was simply “Professor of Electrical Engineering”.   Nonetheless, starting in the 1930s, Terman tirelessly promoted the integration of Stanford with the business community.  He is credited with catalyzing the creation of Hewlett-Packard in 1939 through his efforts with his students William Hewlett and David Packard.  (HP is currently the second-largest computer company in the USA.)  After the World War II, he led Stanford to set up the program of leasing Stanford land to attract high-tech businesses to locate near Stanford.  This became known as the Stanford Industrial Park.  Hewlett-Packard, Intel, Varian, Xerox PARC, Alza, Genentech, Fairchild Semiconductor, and others took advantage of this arrangement.  This was one of the incentives he offered Shockley, as well.
So, with Terman’s encouragement, Shockley came to Palo Alto in 1956 and attracted bright people to work for him.  But Shockley soon alienated the bright young engineers he attracted.  So eight of his best and brightest, including Robert Noyce and Gordon Moore, left Shockley Transistor Corporation in 1957 to establish Fairchild Semiconductor in Palo Alto.  Incidently, this spirit of equality and flat organizations was endemic to organizations in Silicon Valley from the start.  In this instance, all eight founders of Fairchild Semiconductor took equal shares in their startup.
Robert Noyce almost immediately invented the integrated circuit, and filed a patent for it in 1959. This was the beginning of the semiconductor industry in more than one sense.  Besides making integrated circuits to give birth to a new electronics industry, Fairchild became a corporate seedbed as no less than 38 new companies were started by Fairchild employees who wanted to be entrepreneurs.  Intel is the most famous.  Robert Noyce and Gordon Moore after 11 years left Fairchild to form Intel in 1968.  Intel went on to co-invent the microprocessor, circa 1971.  (Both the invention of integrated circuits and the microprocessor were shared with Texas Instruments, which was located in Texas, not Silicon Valley).   But it wasn’t only integrated circuits that were evolving outside Silicon Valley.  There were other PC foundation blocks evolving elsewhere, especially MIT.
J.C.R. Licklider joined the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the US Department of Defense in 1962.  He promoted the idea of what he called an “intergalactic” network spanning the US academic and military organizations.  Licklider’s ideas gave rise to the ARPA Net in 1968, which later became the Internet as we know it today.  During his time at ARPA, he funded Douglas Engelbart at SRI (Stanford Research Institute which was part of Stanford University at the time) in Menlo Park California.  (BTW, Menlo Park had more Ph.D.’s living in the community than any other city in the USA during this period, to support SRI.)  It was Douglas Engelbart who, circa 1963, is given credit for inventing the mouse, on-screen windows, hypertext, full-screen word processors, and “interactive data visualization” techniques.  Possibly more important than the inventions themselves, Engelbart was located physically near Fairchild Semiconductor, Intel, and Xerox PARC.    
Xerox PARC invented most of the new technology used to create personal computers and the Internet.  
PARC staff members invented the Ethernet, the Ball Bearing mouse (the one we all use today), laser printers, scalable type fonts (used by Adobe and all laser printer manufacturers), bit mapped graphic displays of desktops, the desktop metaphor in computing, object-oriented programming, screen oriented editors (including Bravo which became Microsoft Word), and the “Dynabook” precursor of lap-top computers 20 years before they became reality.   And there’s more, much more…
Alan Kay conceived the idea that computing can be made more intuitive if there were physical objects that can be viewed on a computer display with icons that reveal their use.  This idea lives on today in all Windows programs with the trash can and the file folders.  Alan coined the term “desktop metaphor” for this idea and invented object-oriented programming which was cast in the form of Smalltalk.
Approximately 1973,  Charles Simonyi invented the world’s first WYSWYG screen oriented editor to run on the ALTO, the world’s first bitmap graphics display based computer.  Charles left Xerox and joined Microsoft where he re-created the PARC editor as Microsoft Word.  Charles has been richly rewarded; he is currently holding more than a billion dollars in Microsoft stock.  (I can remember when $1 million was a lot of money.)  The Alto later became the basis of the Apple Macintosh computer line, as well as the SUN computer line.
However, Charles is not unique.  Bob Metcalfe, who invented Ethernet, went on to form 3COM.  Charles Geschke and John Warnock invented PostScript and went on to found Adobe Systems.  (Dave Liddle started Interval;  John Ellenby started Grid. But these have since closed down.)
SUN Microcomputer Systems was another startup that came from PARC technology.   The PARC ALTO computer was being used to build the “Stanford University Network”, SUN.  So Sun Microsystems came into existence to commercialize the computer and its networking capabilities.  A bit later, Steve Jobs came to PARC and saw for the first time, the bitmap graphics, windows, and mouse pointing systems which he borrowed to create the Apple Macintosh computer line in 1984.   
A bit later still, Microsoft came out with “Microsoft Windows” and Apple Computer sued Microsoft for stealing its “look and feel”.  Microsoft was able to nullify the suit by proving the Apple computer got the ideas from Xerox PARC in the first place.   However, this is getting ahead of the story. 
All these businesses and all this wealth generation depended on events taking place in 1972, a mere 15 km away from Xerox PARC and Stanford, where Intel invented and started manufacturing microprocessors.  About 1500 km away, Texas Instruments developed the first microcomputer-on-a-chip, containing over 15,000 transistors giving it a slight lead over Intel.  
However, TI eventually lost out to Intel, and Silicon Valley came to exist in the California Bay Area rather than Dallas Texas.  But in 1972, this outcome was not at all clear.  
The technology for making microprocessors was invented simultaneously, in 1971, by Texas Instruments (Dallas, Texas) and Intel (Sunnyvale, California).  Twelve years earlier, the integrated circuit was also invented simultaneously, circa 1959, by Texas Instruments in Texas and Intel. And the transistor, on which all integrated circuits & microprocessors are based, was invented twelve years earlier in 1947, at Bell Labs, Murray Hill, New Jersey far away from Silicon Valley.   
Furthermore, it was not Silicon Valley, but Albuquerque, New Mexico that attracted Bill Gates when he left Harvard with his childhood friend Paul Allen to form Microsoft.  In 1975, the first commercially available PC, the MITS Altair, was being manufactured in Albuquerque, New Mexico.  It used Intel’s 8080 microprocessor for which there was no programming language or operating system.  This is what attracted Gates and Allen.  They went to Phoenix to program and sell BASIC for the Intel 8080 in the MITS Altair, and they created Microsoft to be the business front for their programming activities.  MITS failed and Gates & Allen left Albuquerque to return to their hometown near Seattle, Washington, where Microsoft remains to this day.   
Meanwhile, back in the San Francisco Bay Area, Stanford University guided by Fred Terman’s industrial park was creating a cluster of businesses that could exploit microprocessors.  
In 1976, Steve Jobs met Steve Wozniak at a Stanford hosted Home-Brew Computer Club meeting and “seized the moment” to create Apple computer in a Cupertino California garage.  By 1980, Apple Computer was recognized as the fastest-growing billion-dollar public company in America.  It took awhile longer for Microsoft to make Bill Gates wealthiest person in the world by making software to run on the microprocessors manufactured in Silicon Valley.  
It is worth noticing that Jobs, Wozniak and Gates were college-aged youngsters when they started their companies to serve a hobbyist market, a rather small market at the time.  And it is worth noting that in 1976 Wozniak tried to interest Hewlett-Packard, where he worked, in manufacturing what would have been the Apple computer line but HP declined.  
HP was a typical firm in failure to see the disruptive technology that the PC might represent.  Silicon Valley became famous for missed opportunity of incumbent firms in a string of innovations that came in wave after wave.  But it is not only Silicon Valley firms that fail to see to disruptive opportunity.  This is a general property of business, according to Clayton Christensen.   
But let’s get back to the question, was there something special about Silicon Valley that allowed it to benefit from integrated circuits more than other regions? 
I think it was the business infrastructure that grew up around Stanford that allowed it to benefit more from integrated circuits more than other regions.  It’s the reason Intel to won despite TI’s initial lead.  Intel started up next to Stanford University not only because Fred Terman had recruited William Shockley, but Fred Terman instigated the creation of the Stanford Industrial Park.   Fairchild, HP, Xerox PARC and a host of other firms located there to take advantage of the low rents and the rich supply of talented Stanford graduates.  
And it was this concentration of firms and sharing of ideas that ultimately allowed Silicon Valley to become what it did.  The venture-capital, the legal firms, accountancies, and the spirit of entrepreneurship were all built up in the shadow of Stanford.   As Shrek said, its like “layers of an onion.” At the core of the onion is Stanford University.
As PCs spread round the world, making the Internet revolution possible (the World Wide Web requires PCs), Stanford produced another wave of innovation.  Yahoo, the world’s most popular Internet portal; Cisco Systems, the world’s largest supplier of Internet routers; Google, and the world’s most popular search engine; were all started by Stanford students while they were still actively studying at Stanford.  And eBay, the world’s leading online merchant, was started near Stanford.
Why are Stanford students so lucky?  Or, if not Stanford student themselves, why is Silicon Valley so blessed?  It looks like it’s because of the infrastructure surrounding them.  At the inner core, Stanford faculty members are able to teach the latest economically relevant technologies because they engage in rich interactions the commercial firms on the edge of campus.  At the next layer are the “ business infrastructure supports”.  Wilson, Sonsini, Goodrich and Rosotti, a legal firm on edge of campus, was started by Stanford grads about the same time as Xerox PARC.  It grew into the world’s largest legal firm for IPOs.  It actively courts Stanford students, and surrounding Silicon Valley startups,  promising to help them commercialize their great ideas.  Silicon Valley Bank about 15 Km from campus (and other lending institutions) stands ready to lend money; Sand Hill Road has America’s largest collection of venture capitalists on the other side of campus.  
So, in the final analysis, the answer about regional advantage for Silicon Valley leads back to Stanford, and the layers of business infrastructure that grew up around Stanford as the semiconductor, microprocessor, PC, and Internet revolutions grew on top of one another.  And the key person to position Stanford in the nucleus was Fred Terman.  But equally important were the Angel investors, the legal, accounting, VCs, marketing, public relations, engineering job shops, and social networks that grew up around Stanford.  The single most unique aspect of this infrastructure, I think, is the strength of the angel investor community.  The Angels in the Valley continue to play an absolutely critical role, and this role is not mirrored in most other new locations striving to become the next "Silicon Valley”.
In an abstract sense, the “regional advantage” of Silicon Valley rests on the freedom to innovate that came from being part of the American West.  Of all the regions in America, the American West was the last refuge for those possessed of the “spirit of pioneering” who tended to flock there.  The San Francisco Bay Area remains, to this day, the most liberal region in America.   This liberalism gave rise to a technology infrastructure that could grow freely,  un-encumbered by government regulations or social taboos.  This generated economic success which, in a virtuous cycle, over time, gave rise to further economic success, as technology-wave after technology-wave took root there.  
And so the current elaborate infrastructure grew up organically, unplanned, to its current level, the epitome of successful laissez-faire capitalism.   If a new region wanted to compete, especially in a planned economy without going through all the evolutionary steps, the best place to start would be to replicate the infrastructure that grew in Silicon Valley.  In fact, Singapore has done an excellent job of building out such an infrastructure. However, there are a few missing pieces. Probably the most important single missing piece for Singapore is the angel funding component.  There is also the issue of cultural biases toward risk taking, that might apply, but I don't think this is a big issue.  
From my Singapore listening post…  George White


